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INTERNATIONAL MONEY TRANSFERS.
MADE SIMPLE.
Our clients now get access to exclusive discounts and
preferred service on foreign exchange transactions.
We have partnered with CanadianForex to help our
clients transfer money overseas easily, safely and
efficiently.
CanadianForex will take care of your needs 24/7,
securely and with complete visibility. Track the
progress of your transfer and monitor rates so you can
pick the best time of conversion.

Click here for all the details
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SNOWBIRDS, BEWARE: THE TAXMAN'S FOREIGN
REPORTING RULES JUST GOT TRICKIER
Not since 1917, when the first income-tax forms
had to be filed by Canadians, has there been so
much ruckus around the filing of a tax form. Yet,

     

Form T1135, which has been revised recently, has
created just such a stir.
Stories of some snowbirds who learned something about Canada's foreign
reporting requirements recently.
Read more

6 POPULAR PHRASES THAT COULD WREAK HAVOC ON
YOUR FINANCES
You know, things like "Carpe diem!" and "Do what
you love!"
They're often laid over majestic images of
mountains, dreamy sunsets or kittens with big,
adorable eyes. And while their intention may be
chicken soup for your soul, they can be bad news
for your bottom line.
Here's a round up six popular sayings that often
make the life-mantra rounds, and then took a navel-gazing look at how they could
hurt your finances.
Read more

MISSED A PREVIOUS EDITION OF THE VPG BULLETIN?
You can read or re-read past editions on our website.
Click here
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